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Deviant 2010-05-11
the truth behind the twisted crimes that inspired the films psycho the texas chain saw
massacre and the silence of the lambs from america s principal chronicler of its greatest
psychopathic killers the boston book review comes the definitive account of ed gein a mild
mannered wisconsin farmhand who stunned an unsuspecting nation and redefined the
meaning of the word psycho the year was 1957 the place was an ordinary farmhouse in
america s heartland filled with extraordinary evidence of unthinkable depravity the man
behind the massacre was a slight unassuming midwesterner with a strange smile and even
stranger attachment to his domineering mother after her death and a failed attempt to dig
up his mother s body from the local cemetery gein turned to other grave robberies and
ultimately multiple murders driven to commit gruesome and bizarre acts beyond all
imagining ed gein remains one of the most deranged minds in the annals of american
homicide this is his story recounted in fascinating and chilling detail by harold schechter
one of the most acclaimed true crime storytellers of our time

Shocking True Story 2013-05-17
kevin ryan is a writer in the much maligned genre of true crime who desperately needs a
devious over the top story for the subject of his next book how else can he keep his wife
valerie s roots dyed and keep himself from handing out taco samples at the local
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supermarket when kevin isn t googling himself or spot checking his books stock at stores
around the country or online he s bringing the hazards ie criminals and other crazies of his
job home to wife val and twin daughters taylor and hayley kevin is on the hunt for the big
one the story that could break him out of the mid list and onto the bestseller lists and then
there s a knock at the door a story finds him a distraught 20 year old jett carter shows up at
the ryan house because her mother and sister are imprisoned perhaps if kevin writes their
story and reveals the truth he might help exonerate them the carters tale is the perfect
white trash attempted murder love triangle that kevin s editor will love and his fans will
devour he begins to write love you to death then on a beautiful summer day the wheels of
homicide are set in motion and kevin s own story begins to eclipse the crime he is
chronicling when his 1 fan is murdered and another body turns up the ryans life in port
gamble and all that kevin holds dear is in jeopardy somewhere in love you to death and
within the bunch of low rent losers he s interviewing is the killer

Fiend 2012-11-13
a monster preyed upon the children of nineteenth century boston his crimes were appalling
and yet he was little more than a child himself when fourteen year old jesse pomeroy was
arrested in 1874 a nightmarish reign of terror over an unsuspecting city came to an end the
boston boy fiend was imprisoned at last but the complex questions sparked by his ghastly
crime spree the hows and whys of vicious juvenile crime were as relevant in the so called
age of innocence as they are today jesse pomeroy was outwardly repellent in appearance
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with a gruesome dead eye inside he was deformed beyond imagining a sexual sadist of
disturbing precocity he satisfied his atrocious appetites by abducting and torturing his child
victims but soon the teenager s bloodlust gave way to another obsession murder harold
schechter whose true crime masterpieces are well documented nightmares for anyone who
dares to look peoria journal star brings his acclaimed mix of page turning storytelling
brilliant insight and fascinating historical documentation to fiend an unforgettable account
from the annals of american crime

Deranged 2009-11-24
lured from the safety of home into the jaws of hell america s principal chronicler of its
greatest psychopathic killers the boston book review harold schechter shatters the myth
that violent crime is a modern phenomenon with this seamless true account of unvarnished
horror from the early twentieth century journey inside the demented mind of albert fish
pedophile sadist and cannibal killer and discover that bloodlust knows no time or place on a
warm spring day in 1928 a kindly white haired man appeared at the budd family home in
new york city and soon persuaded mr and mrs budd to let him take their adorable little girl
grace on an outing the budds never guessed that they had entrusted their child to a
monster after a relentless six year search and nationwide press coverage the mystery of
grace budd s disappearance was solved and a crime of unparalleled gore and revulsion was
revealed to a stunned american public what albert fish did to grace budd and perhaps
fifteen other young children caused experts to pronounce him the most deranged human
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being they had ever seen

Shocking True Story 2010-01-19
humphrey bogart said of confidential everybody reads it but they say the cook brought it
into the house tom wolfe called it the most scandalous scandal magazine in the history of
the world time defined it as a cheesecake of innuendo detraction and plain smut dig up one
sensational fact embroider it for 1 500 to 2 000 words if the subject thinks of suing he may
quickly realize that the fact is true even if the embroidery is not here is the never before
told tale of confidential magazine america s first tabloid which forever changed our notion
of privacy our image of ourselves and the practice of journalism in america the magazine
came out every two months was printed on pulp paper and cost a quarter its pages were
filled with racy stories sex scandals and political exposés it offered advice about the
dangers of cigarettes and advocated various medical remedies its circulation at the height
of its popularity was three million it was first published in 1952 and took the country by
storm readers loved its lurid red and yellow covers its sensational stories filled with
innuendo and titillating details its articles that went far beyond most movie magazines like
photoplay and modern screen and told the real stories such trade publications as variety
and the hollywood reporter couldn t since they and the movie magazines were financially
dependent on or controlled by the hollywood studios in confidential s pages homespun
america was revealed as it really was our most sacrosanct movie stars and heroes were
exposed as wife beaters bing crosby homosexuals rock hudson and liberace neglectful
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mothers rita hayworth sex obsessives june allyson the cutie with the page boy and peter
pan collar mistresses of the rich and dangerous kim novak lover of ramfis trujillo playboy
son of the dominican republic dictator confidential s alliterative headlines told of tawny
temptresses black women passing for white pinko partisans liberals lisping lads
homosexuals and promised its readers what the newspapers wouldn t reveal the real
reason for marilyn monroe s divorce how james dean knew he had a date with death the
magazine s style success and methods ultimately gave birth to the national enquirer star
people e access hollywood and tmz we see the two men at the magazine s center its
founder and owner robert harrison a lithuanian jew from new york s lower east side who
wrote for the new york graphic and published a string of girlie magazines including titter
wink and flirt bogart called the magazine s founder and owner the king of leer and
confidential s most important editor howard rushmore small town boy from a wyoming
homestead passionate ideologue former member of the communist party who wrote for the
daily worker renounced his party affiliation and became a virulent red hunter close pal of fbi
director j edgar hoover and expert witness before the house committee on un american
activities naming the names of actors and writers rushmore claimed had been communists
and fellow travelers henry scott writes the story of two men who out of their radically
different pasts and conflicting obsessions combined to make the magazine the perfect
confluence of explosive ingredients that reflected the america of its time as the country
struggled to reconcile hollywood s blissful fantasy of american life with the daunting
nightmare of the nuclear age
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Deviant 1989
ed gein s gruesome and horrifying murders were basis of a motion picture for a town s
publicity and for the death of his female victims

Bad Blood 2017-09-26
they were golden boys who killed with sudden savagery the trial revealed a dark drama too
evil to believe handsome rich bronzed champion athletes erik and lyle menendez were the
stunning symbols of the california dream the sons of a high powered hollywood executive
and his beautiful wife they lived in a pampered world of beverly hills mansions swimming
pools and private tennis coaches but the dream became a nightmare when police found the
butchered bodies of the boys parents jose and kitty in the family room of their five million
dollar mansion only days after the couple was laid to rest the brothers began an appalling
spending spree buying rolex watches designer clothes and a new porsche seven months
later all of hollywood was stunned when the 18 and 21 year old brothers were arrested for
the horrendous killings in wrenching testimony lyle erik accused their father of sexually
brutalizing then since they were children claiming his sadistic acts of perversion and cruel
violence drove them to their unspeakable crime bestselling author don davis takes you
inside one of the most riveting cases in california s history laying to bare the shattering
secrets of a tormented family
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Summary and Analysis of Deviant: The Shocking True
Story of Ed Gein, the Original Psycho 2017-04-04
so much to read so little time this brief overview of deviant the shocking true story of ed
gein the original psycho tells you what you need to know before or after you read harold
schechter s book crafted and edited with care worth books set the standard for quality and
give you the tools you need to be a well informed reader this short summary and analysis
of deviant includes historical context chapter by chapter overviews profiles of the main
characters detailed timeline of key events important quotes and analysis fascinating trivia
glossary of terms supporting material to enhance your understanding of the original work
about deviant the shocking true story of ed gein the original psycho by harold schechter
this true crime classic profiles ed gein the murderer and grave robber whose crimes
inspired the films psycho the silence of the lambs and the texas chainsaw massacre ed gein
was a mildmannered midwestern farmhand until his horrific crimes were uncovered after a
failed attempt to dig up the grave of his dead mother gein became a grave robber and then
a murderer what he did with the bodies of his victims was disturbing and gory beyond all
imagination and it leaves no doubt about what ed gein really was the original psycho the
summary and analysis in this ebook are intended to complement your reading experience
and bring you closer to a great work of nonfiction
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Night Stalker 1991-04-15
from the darkest corner of your bedroom a gaunt face suddenly looms over you you re
pulled violently from your bed and a terrifying voice screams swear to satan during a two
year rampage a sadistic serial killer entered the homes of families from el paso to san
francisco he raped mutilated and tortured his unfortunate victims in one of the most vicious
crime sprees in california history this is the horrifying account of his bloody journey of the
strange coincidence that led to his arrest and of the sensational trial where the night
stalker s eerie sexual magnetism resulted in women actually demonstrating for his acquittal

The Good Doctor 2002-05-19
fifty five year old dr harold fred shipman has a noble dedication to his profession winning
the trust of his patients with ingratiating charm and an old school bedside manner in fact
he even made house calls but his unsuspecting patients has no idea of the evil that lurked
behind the friendly facade of the kindly doctor after thirty years of practice dr shipman s
true nature was finally exposed that of a calculating killer who delivered his own
prescription for death authorities eventually unearthed the shocking possibility that the
fatherly physician had killed as many as 297 people as body after body was exhumed from
the local graveyard the question grew more disturbing how could such a prolific killer
remain undetected for so long what motive drove this seemingly good doctor to his deadly
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obsession with murder and just how many people did harold shipman kill the search for
answers would take investigators into the life of a man who forever changed the stereotype
of the sweet country doctor

Beyond Obsession 2016-08-09
the chilling true story of a beautiful violin prodigy her devoted boyfriend and the
devastating family secrets that led to a brutal murder joyce aparo seemed to be the perfect
single mother she doted on her sixteen year old daughter karin encouraging her musical
ability and lavishing affection on her but behind closed doors joyce was a terror for thirteen
years she beat karin savagely kept her away from other children and demeaned her
relentlessly when karin met the troubled yet brilliant dennis coleman the two fell head over
heels into lustful infatuation but joyce disapproved so she had to die on august 5 1987
joyce s body was found under a bridge near the connecticut massachusetts border she had
been strangled and was covered in bruises with paper stuffed in her mouth and pantyhose
knotted around her throat the police investigation soon dragged her horrific treatment of
karin into the open and the teenage lovers became the prime suspects dennis eventually
confessed to the murder testifying that karin begged him to kill her mother but karin had a
very different story to tell claiming to have no knowledge of dennis s plans was she
manipulating the police the same way she manipulated her former boyfriend or was she an
innocent victim based on meticulous research court transcripts and interviews with the
survivors beyond obsession is the definitive account of an american tragedy and the basis
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for a popular tv movie starring victoria principal and emily warfield

Depraved 1994
even as a child in gilmanton new hampshire herman mudgett was considered a lad with a
future a boy who professed filial devotion while secretly fantasizing his parents deaths by
age eleven he was conducting secret experiments on small animals and strays becoming
skilled at disabling his subjects without killing them in 1886 he appeared in the chicago
suburb of englewood illinois and introduced himself as dr h h holmes to the wife of the
ailing owner of holton s drugstore he was hired on the spot and under his management the
store prospered but when holmes s attempt to purchase the drugstore from mrs holton
went sour and she sued him she inexplicably disappeared never to be seen or heard from
again as jack the ripper was terrorizing london holmes was building his infamous castle a
grandiose residence and veritable fortress bristling with battlements and turrets he hired
and fired a succession of workmen to build the castle thus eliminating witnesses to its
secrets a labyrinth of trapdoors winding passageways dark dead end halls stairways to
nowhere bedchambers fitted with peepholes and asphyxiating gas pipes soundproof vaults
and torture chambers greased chutes large enough to send human bodies from the living
quarters to a cellar equipped with acid vats a crematorium a dissecting table and cases full
of gleaming surgical tools alternately donning the mantles of doctor druggist and inventor
holmes was also a get rich quick schemer and bigamist with three wives and innumerable
lovers at least one of whom ended up a prize skeletal specimen sold to a medical college
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for nearly two hundred dollars but his increasing audacity and carelessness during his reign
of terror led to his discovery and to the trial of the century in which holmes finally
confessed to twenty seven murders while he later recanted maintaining his innocence until
his final breath he had already achieved immortality as the most monstrous criminal of his
day book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all rights
reserved

The Hitmen 2021-04-01
the no 1 bestseller a triumph nicola tallant sunday world crime world podcast an incredible
catalogue of mayhem amazing pat kenny newstalk riveting irish times meet the wilsons the
deadliest family in crime brothers eric keith and john wilson their cousin alan and nephew
luke shared a trade assassination working for ireland s criminal gangs they brought
bloodshed and chaos to the streets the wilsons were not choosy about their targets hutches
real ira chiefs or random opponents from pub rows they were all the same to them nor were
they picky about motives as long as the price was right they asked no questions the hitmen
is the shocking story of how a family cornered the market in intimidation and vengeance it
details the terrible cost in human suffering particularly the death of an innocent teenage
girl mariaora rostas when she randomly crossed their path and it reveals how one by one
each of the wilsons was put out of business the hitmen draws on exclusive access to wire
taps case files and interviews with sources close to the gang who have never spoken before
no 1 bestselling authors stephen breen and owen conlon have written an extraordinary
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account of a family business like no other

Alexander Pichushkin 2018-05-30
alexander pichushkin the shocking true story of the chessboard killerborn into a poor family
in a cramped apartment in forgotten moscow suburb alexander pichushkin would achieve
something that none of his contemporaries in the konkovo district would ever manage his
actions between 1992 and 2006 ensured that his name would go down in history to some
he is the bitsevsky park maniac to others he is the chessboard killer to the people he grew
up with he is alexander sashapichushkin an ordinary boy who would become one of russia s
most feared serial killers after his father left alexander pichushkin grew up in a single
parent family initially a shy child a playground accident turned him into an angry young
man unable to control his temper this event also helped to turn pichushkin into an outsider
as the child became increasingly unhappy his mother natasha ran out of options it was then
that her father alexander pichushkin s grandfather stepped in for the next few years
pichushkin lived with his grandfather and learnt how to be a man he also learnt how to play
chess and drink vodka after the death of his beloved grandfather and loyal pet dog
pichushkin found himself to be increasingly isolated by now he was once again living in a
cramped apartment with his mother and half sister during this period pichushkin took to
drinking heavily and looking at pornography itis reported that he also found enjoyment in
scaring the young children who played in the nearby bitsevsky park a few months after his
18th birthday alexander pichushkin committed his first murder brutally killing a school
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friend mikhail odichuk despite investigating the police did not have enough evidence to
charge pichushkin so he was allowed to go free this is the true story of these brutal events
which later earned pichushkin the label the chessboard killer

Zodiac 2007
this is the zodiac speaking i like killing people because it is so much fun the most thrilling
experience this shocking true crime classic is now a major movie a sexual sadist the zodiac
s pleasure was torture and murder he taunted the authorities with mocking notes telling
where he would strike next the official tally of his victims was six he claimed37 dead he was
never caught author robert graysmith tells the inside story of the hunt for the hooded killer
and finally reveals his possible true identity the new movie zodiac is based on this book
directed by david fincher fight club it stars jake gyllenhaal as graysmith himself robert
downey jr and chloe sevigny

The Brutal Texan 2018-04-05
the brutal texan the shocking true story of serial killer tommy lynn sellsthe name tommy
lynn sells doesn t strike fear in hearts like the names ted bundy or john wayne gacy nor
does it ring too many bells with the media savvy and the true crime aficionados sells was
one of the most horrific violent and active serial killers in recent history with the influx of
mass shootings and terrorist attacks plaguing modern society the concept of a serial killer
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seems only to exist in true crime books documentaries and podcasts having been executed
only in2014 sells is a grim reminder that the serial killers of our society s and history s
criminal past are still much active sells s decades long reign of murderous terror spanned
eight states earning him the nickname the coast to coast killer or the cross country killer
law enforcement along with sells s own confessions concluded a total of 22 total victims
sells s is believed to have killed upto 60 victims the story of tommy lynn sells s life is similar
to that of other serial killers full of childhood trauma abuse and events that set off a strand
of murders however sells s story is unique in comparison to other killers based on his
victimology and patterns like his contemporary donald pee wee gaskins sells was also
extremely skilled at his crimes and admittedly loved the act of murder which makes him
and those similar even more terrifying

Electric Universe 2006-02-28
the bestselling author of e mc2 weaves tales of romance divine inspiration and fraud
through an account of the invisible force that permeates our universe electricity and
introduces us to the virtuoso scientists who plumbed its secrets for centuries electricity was
seen as little more than a curious property of certain substances that sparked when rubbed
then in the 1790s alessandro volta began the scientific investigation that ignited an
explosion of knowledge and invention the force that once seemed inconsequential was
revealed to be responsible for everything from the structure of the atom to the functioning
of our brains in harnessing its power we have created a world of wonders complete with
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roller coasters and radar computer networks and psychopharmaceuticals in electric
universe the great discoverers come to life in all their brilliance and idiosyncrasy including
the visionary michael faraday who struggled against the prejudices of the british class
system and samuel morse a painter who before inventing the telegraph ran for mayor of
new york city on a platform of persecuting catholics here too is alan turing whose dream of
a marvelous thinking machine what we know as the computer was met with indifference
and who ended his life in despair after british authorities forced him to undergo
experimental treatments to cure his homosexuality from the frigid waters of the atlantic to
the streets of hamburg during a world war ii firestorm to the interior of the human body
electric universe is a mesmerizing journey of discovery

How to Be Happy, the Shocking Truth 2019-05-11
how to be happy the shocking truth spiritual ways to create your happiness in how to be
happy leilani darling inspires you to do the following eliminate the belief that you ll always
be stuck with some negativity learn how to easily trust yourself and your abilities create a
strong relationship with your powerful spiritual inner self let go of the idea that making
changes would take more time than you have help others by sharing your growing love
happiness and creativity how to be happy the shocking truth can open you to a rewarding
new reality that you create for yourself leilani s philosophy can greatly energize your
passion for an ever better life are you ready
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Ripped from the Headlines! 2020-07-07
bestselling true crime master harold schechter explores the real life headline making
psychos serial murderers thrill hungry couples and lady killers who inspired a century of
classic films the necktie murders in alfred hitchcock s frenzy chicago s jazz age crime of
passion the fatal hookup in looking for mr goodbar the high school horrors committed by
the costumed slasher in scream these and other cinematic crimes have become part of pop
culture history and each found inspiration in true events that provided the raw material for
our greatest blockbusters indie art films black comedies hollywood classics and grindhouse
horrors so what s the reality behind psycho badlands the hills have eyes a place in the sun
arsenic and old lace and dirty harry how did such tabloid ready killers as bonnie and clyde
body snatchers burke and hare texas sniper charles whitman jr nurse slayer richard speck
and leopold and loeb exert their power on the public imagination and become the stuff of
movie lore in this collection of revelatory essays true crime historian harold schechter takes
a fascinating trip down the crossroads of fact and fiction to reveal the sensational real life
stories that are more shocking taboo and fantastic than even the most imaginative
screenwriter can dream up

Deadly Thrills 1995
in the early 1980 s a string of savage murders rocked chicago the victims were beautiful
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young women and the killers were four men led by a typical boy next door now learn the
full story of these shocking crimes from satanic rituals to the revealing trials to the final
guilty verdicts and life sentences for all four men includes 8 pages of photos

The Shocking True Story of Ted Bundy 2015-12-21
theodore robert bundy popularly known as ted bundy was america s most notorious serial
killer a necrophilia rapist and kidnapper of 1970 s who murdered and assaulted many girls
and young women shortly before his execution via electrocution after over a decade of
crime denials he already confessed to his 30 committed homicides in seven different states
between the years of 1974 and 1978 the real count of victim was left unknown and this
could possibly be much higher ted bundy was viewed as charismatic and handsome by his
female victims which are the traits he exploited in order to completely win their trusts
bundy typically approached the victims in public places pretending to have disability or
injury or personating an authority figure before assaulting and overpowering them at
secluded locations ted bundy even revisits his crime scenes grooming and performing some
sexual acts with decomposing corpses of the victim until the destruction and putrefaction of
wild animals made further the interaction impossible he beheaded 12 known victims and
even kept some of the head in his own apartment as mementos for a time period
sometimes he just simply broke into the dwelling at night and strikes to death his victims as
they are as sleep ted was initially incarcerated in 1975 in utah for attempted criminal
assault and aggravated kidnapping he became a suspect in progressively longer unsolved
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list of homicide in different multiple states when facing his criminal charges in the state of
colorado he planned 2 dramatic escapes and was able to commit more assaults including 3
more murders before his 1978 ultimate recapture ted bundy received 3 death sentences in
2 different trials for his florida homicides ted died via electrocution at the raidford prison on
the 24th of january 1989 he was described as the very sadistic sociopath who receives
pleasure from other people s pain and suffering as well as the control he had over the
victims until death and even after as a matter of fact ted called himself as the most cold
hearted son of a bitch you will ever meet even his attorney called ted as the very definition
of a heartless evil

The Shocking Truth about Electricity 2013
describes what electricity is and how it works through humor and core science content
provided by publisher

The shocking truth about online casinos 2012-03-12
i am ready to reveal you absolutely everything i know from my experience that i had when i
had worked for 3 years for a leading online casino
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Henry Lee Lucas 1991
from the 1 new york times bestselling author of if you tell comes the chilling unputdownable
story of sharon nelson the minister s wife whose two husbands mysteriously ended up dead
colorado 1976 when reverend mike fuller and his beautiful wife sharon arrive in the sleepy
town of rocky ford local residents think something s off about the new couple the god
fearing minister is gruff and cold while charismatic sharon has her husband wrapped
around her finger it isn t long before sharon is charming her husband s congregation and
finds herself in a tryst with local married optometrist perry nelson after the affair ends both
their marriages sharon and perry tie the knot but shortly afterwards perry disappears when
his body is shockingly discovered the bottom of a canyon his death is ruled an accident
allowing grieving widow sharon to claim his substantial life insurance trying to move on
from the tragedy sharon soon remarries fireman glenn harrelson but when the charred
remains of glenn s body are discovered with two bullet holes in his skull the police can t
help but question if both men dying in such mysterious circumstances is one coincidence
too many shocking sensational and gripping this is the true story of the black widow sharon
nelson a must read tale of greed sex and murder in a sleepy colorado town that will have
true crime fans of the staircase american mother and making a murderer hooked from start
to finish this book was originally published as confessions of an american black widow and
bitch on wheels read what everyone is saying about confessions of an american black
widow another winner from gregg olsen if you really love a great nail biting true crime
novel this is it once you start it s darned hard to put down seriously mr olsen again takes
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you on a twisty narrow road you just cannot put this book down amazon reviewer you pick
up this book and start to read suddenly you realize you cannot stop reading you need to
know what happened next a page turner this book deeply affected me and i eat true crime
books for breakfast amazing one of gregg olsen s finest amazon reviewer i read this book in
one sitting i couldn t put it down amazon reviewer

American Black Widow 2023-07-13
the chilling true story of romantic obsession and murder by cancer from the new york times
bestselling author of the search for the green river killer omaha nebraska 1978 sandy
johnson was in shock her husband duane and young daughter sherrie were violently ill
when word arrived that her infant nephew just died of mysterious causes days earlier the
entire family was happy healthy and living the american dream now they were at the
center of a terrifying medical crisis duane soon died in a condition unlike anything the
doctors had ever seen as they raced to discover what disease or toxin could have done so
much damage so quickly lt foster burchard of the omaha police began to suspect foul play
sandy herself became a primary suspect as did her ex boyfriend steven harper a man prone
to violence who never got over their breakup in toxic love investigative reporter and true
crime author tomás guillén offers a detailed and vivid account of this baffling case from the
day of the poisoning to the harrowing trial and the murderer s eventual suicide on death
row
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Toxic Love 2019-11-19
to neighbors she was the brave single mother raising her five kids alone in a rundown
section of sacramento theresa cross knorr seemed like the ultimate survivor but her
youngest daughter 16 year old terry told police another story one almost too terrible to
believe but accused of imprisoning her children in a house of horrors according to terry
theresa no longer the petite brunette she once was had turned insanely jealous of her
pretty eldest daughters and enlisted the help of her two teenaged sons in a vicious
campaign against their sisters of beating torturing and killing her own flesh and blood terry
s gruesome tale told how theresa had drugged handcuffed and shot 16 year old suesan
allowing her wounds to fester until the day she ordered her sons to burn their sister alive
next terry said theresa severely beat 20 year old sheila and then locked her in a stifling
broom closet so that when the girl finally starved to death her brothers dumped her body in
the same desolate mountain range where they had cremated suesan she could be one of
the most evil murderesses of our time it took terry five agonizing years to convince
authorities to investigate her grisly accounts of burning flesh starvation and torture of a
mother from hell so sadistic and so deranged she had become her children s own
executioner wensley clarkson s whatever mother says is the true story of a mother
madness and murder
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Whatever Mother Says... 2014-06-10
impeccably dressed meticulously neat dana sue gray spared no expense on herself
dropping thousands of dollars on a shopping binge or a luxurious day spa was nothing out
of the ordinary for dana nor for many wealthy women but dana wasn t wealthy she was an
unemployed nurse she was also a serial murderess who preyed upon elderly women
violently killed them then used their credit cards to embark on wild post murder spending
sprees women serial killers are rare there are only 36 documented cases and those like
dana sue gray who murder so brutally that veteran police officers are shaken by the
bloodiness of the crime scene are even rarer in to die for an exposé as shocking and
fascinating as its subject matter author kathy braidhill explores the stunning story of dana
sue gray one of the most dangerous deadly and disturbed women in history

To Die For 2014-11-18
a truly astonishing murder mystery this is proper journalism jeremy clarkson following a
long investigation by the world famous sunday times insight team david collins tells the
truly unique story of a string of murder suicides in north west england and poses the
terrifying question are they the work of a serial killer who has been operating undetected
since the mid nineties in 1996 and 1999 two elderly couples died in the small town of
wilmslow cheshire in each case the husband was blamed for turning berserk and killing his
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wife using a horrifying level of violence the police failed to make a link between the deaths
despite the similarities that might have been the end of the matter but when two coroner s
officers began to piece together the evidence it revealed a pattern which may prove the
existence of a sadistic attacker known as the silver killer using interviews with dozens of
witnesses including police investigators forensic and crime scene experts coroner s officers
and family members the author pieces together the clues in an attempt to solve the
mystery of what really happened a gripping true crime investigation the book reveals how
suspicions were aroused and set investigators on a new trail to uncover the truth collins
whose reporting helped the police to convict the serial killer levi bellfield of killing milly
dowler has written a brilliant account of a crime that nearly went undiscovered which is
sure to become a classic of the genre

The Hunt for the Silver Killer 2022-05-26
the third title in our conversations with a killer series focuses on one of the most notorious
serial killers of the 1970s ed kemper a key character in the hit netflix series mindhunter if
there ever was a human monster that walked this earth it was the highly intelligent
psychotic 6 9 killer edward big ed kemper as a troubled 15 year old kemper shot and killed
his grandparents eight years later he went on an 11 month reign of terror slaughtering and
dismembering six college co eds in california brutally killing his mother with a hammer and
breaking her best friend s neck kemper 71 remains alive at the california medical facility in
vacaville more intimidating now than ever masterful crime writer dary matera tells kemper
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s full shocking story interweaving insights from the killer himself

Ed Kemper: Conversations with a Killer 2021-07-20
welcome to the criminal investigation department aka the crime factory where the cops
take and sell drugs or steal them from the police storeroom where they fit up verbal and
harrass criminals fight each other drink drive abuse search warrants have sex with sources
stab one another in the back metaphorically put each other under surveillance abuse every
aspect of their power take bribes cover up scandals massage crime stats leak sensitive
information to the press the crime factory where they perform life saving medical care in
the street comfort people as they die deal with gruesome suicides and murders as first on
scene attend cot death post mortems examine rotting dead junkies for signs of murder
watch guilty rapists and paedophiles walk free fight drunk soldiers gypsies and various
psychotic individuals go undercover to catch scumbags who force feed them crack find
missing children arrest thieves muggers dealers rapists and murderers the crime factory it
s enough to drive anyone insane the first book of its kind this is the unforgettable and
explosive true story of what life is really like as a police detective in the twenty first century

The Crime Factory 2012-04-05
the terrifying story of the most monstrous serial killers through history serial killers are the
most notorious and disturbing of all criminals representing the very darkest side of
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humanity yet they endlessy fascinate and continue to capture the public s attention with
their strange charisma and deadly deeds from jack the ripper to ted bundy and the moors
murderers ian brady and myra hindley these killers transfix us with their ability to commit
utterly savage acts of cruelty and depravity only with modern police detection methods and
psychological profiling have these figures that have existed throughout human history
finally been identified in the deadliest category serial killers these methods the killers
characters and their crimes are described here in fascinating and terrifyingly gripping detail
the whole history of serial killers is brought to life in 50 chapters including herman webster
mudget devil in the white city john christie 10 rillington place murders zodiac killer ian
brady and myra hindley the moors murderers ted bundy fred and rosemary west jeffrey
dahmer aileen wuornos harold shipman dr death

Serial Killers 2017-08-10
christopher wilder was about as bad as they get a serial killer and predator he first came to
the attention of police in sydney when as a teenager in 1963 he was charged with rape as a
young adult he relocated to florida usa wilder plied his vile and deadly trade on two
continents and did so undetected for more than twenty years he was a chameleon and a
predator with a modus operandi refined over the decades luring young teenage girls with
the promise of a career as a photographic model his final flourish was a six week spree of
abduction sexual assault and murder crisscrossing the usa and earning him the top spot on
the fbi s ten most wanted list wilder could have been stopped a few times in his evil career
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but he wasn t in addition to his many crimes in the us he is now also a prime suspect for
the infamous wanda beach murders one of australia s most notorious unsolved crimes the
snapshot killer explores how a monster was able to hide in plain sight and tells the tragic
story of the many victims at least twelve but likely more whose lives wilder destroyed with
consequences that continue to resonate to this day

The Snapshot Killer 2021-06-30
please note this ebook edition does not contain the photos found in the print edition
neighbors knew him as the quiet unemployed landscaper who tended his mother s beautiful
garden none of them ever suspected that the foul odors coming from his garage was the
stench of death hanging over a blood soaked wheelbarrow or that the truck he used to
carry fresh soil and flower bulbs in became a hearse once night fell by night he reaped a
bloody harvest joel rifkin cruised lower manhattan carefully selecting his prey of mostly
young prostitutes once they were inside his van the gentle guy who told them he just
wanted sex turned into a deranged monster who strangled them with savage force his lust
for killing satisfied he then stuffed his victims broken bodies in barrels trunks and suitcases
dumping them like trash in remote areas across three states the only trace they left were
the photographs jewelry and personal mementos their sadistic murderer displayed on his
bureau shelf macabre trophies of his kills until the police uncovered his grim garden of
death the nightmare might never have ended if state troopers hadn t arrested rifkin for a
minor traffic violation wrapped in a blue tarp in the back of his truck they found the
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decomposing body of a young streetwalker hours after the grisly discovery horrified
detectives listened as rifkin coldly confessed to at least 17 murders making him one of the
most vicious serial killers of all time worse than ted bundy arthur shawcross and son of sam
maria eftimiades tells this shocking true story in garden of graves

Garden of Graves 2014-02-11
some deaths just never go away people s lives brought to an untimely end in such bizarre
and horrifying ways their memories live on haunting the world for many years decades and
even centuries these strange killings become famous murders that dominate headlines and
airways all over the world and haunt our collective dreams these famous murders aren t
made chilling by the deaths alone no millions die around the world each day without a news
report on anything however there are some rare cases where something so horrifying or
mystifying is involved and this touches our hearts very deeply something that feeds our
darkest fears in this book shocking true crim stories volume 1 are 15 famous murders true
crime short stories so chilling the world has not forgotten them even after so many decades
and centuries nor will you not only will they keep you riveted as you turn the pages but will
also leave you shocked and confused as to the dark side of human nature you ll read about
chilling mystery murders like the boy in the box the horrors of the black dahlia and the
monster of florence as well as other famous murders that were solved with arrests made
open the pages of this book if you dare to read some of the most horrible true crime stories
ever shocking true crime stories volume 1 13 famous murders too chilling to forget true
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Shocking True Crime Stories Volume 1 2019-11-28
i could not help the fact that i was a murderer no more than the poet can help the
inspiration to sing i was born with the evil one standing as my sponsor beside the bed
where i was ushered into the world and he has been with me since h h holmes 1896 the
year is 1893 and the vibrant city of chicago is a buzz of streetcars horse carriages
magicians dancers and excited visitors from all over the world the columbian exposition or
world s fair is in town and marking the 400th anniversary of christopher columbus arrival in
the united states of america while fairgoers are enjoying the sights sounds and aromas of
the many markets halls and walkways in the scenic jackson park a sinister young man is
planning his next murder only three miles away doctor h h holmes has built his murder
castle on a busy chicago street corner a few years earlier and he is the only person who
understands the maze of secret passages hidden staircases dark chambers false partitions
and trap doors on the second floor of the castle his victims would not have a chance of
escaping meanwhile 6000 miles across the atlantic ocean jack the ripper is terrorizing the
streets of london many people would later ask if it was a coincidence that the ripper
murders took place in a timeframe when h h holmes was not in chicago but in fact in london
you decide for yourself while going on this exhilarating true crime journey back to the
nineteenth century to meet america s very first serial killer h h holmes disclaimer the
material in this publication has a strong adult theme and is intended for an adult audience
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reader discretion is advised

Unlikely Assassins 1999
the freeway killer the socking true story of serial killer william bonin america home of the
free land of the brave thousands of screaming fans pack into baseball games football not
soccer stadiums and rock concerts americans like loud music fast cars and women with
more plastic in them than the cutlery they use at fourth of july picnics but america has
another claim to fame killers sure the rest of the world has turned in some iconic killers
from jack the ripper to osama bin laden but killers and serial killers in general are as
american as apple pie the f b i theorizes that there are anywhere between twenty five and
fifty serial killers active in the united states of america at any given time they each murder
an average of three people per year and are active sometimes for decades the f b i goes on
to clarify that a serial killer is defined as having killed two or more people in separate
events and times these aren t crimes of passion where someone murders someone during
an argument or after catching their lover in bed with someone else these are planned and
calculated with a cold blooded efficiency that reminds one of black eyed sharks slicing
silently through the water to ambush their prey with all of that said it appears as though
the golden age of american serial killers is over that crime has steadily fallen since the
1970 s and 1980 s sure they re still around men and a few women who take life after life
with their knives and guns but gone are the days of bundy gacy and their ilk we ll take a
look at one more one not everyone is familiar with but a man who carved a bloody path
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through multiple years as the 70 s gave way to the 80 s his name was william bonin and
they called him the freeway killer

The Castle Killings 2020-05-07
this high voltage introduction to energy combines physical science and environmental
science with fun easy to follow diagrams show different ways energy can be harnessed tips
on how to use energy sensibly are included

The Freeway Killer 2018-05-30

The Shocking Truth about Energy 2011-06

Water, The Shocking Truth 2004
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